5TH AVENUE UPTOWN GT LTD
TRANS CREAM

VINTAGE CLASS WITH ATTITUDE. CUTAWAY BODY DESIGN WITH A HIGH GLOSS TRANS CREAM FINISH AND BIGSBY TREMOLO MAKES THE 5TH AVENUE UPTOWN GT LTD AN ARCHTOP STUNNER. IT COMES TO LIFE WITH 2 X SEYMOUR DUNCAN PICKUPS CONTROLLED VIA A 3-WAY TOGGLE SWITCH.

SPECs

SILVER LEAF MAPLE NECK
EBONY FINGERBOARD
WILD CHERRY ARCHTOP, BACK & SIDES
16” FINGERBOARD RADIUS
1.70” NUT WIDTH
24.84” SCALE LENGTH
MACHINE HEADS 1:18 RATIO
GRAPHTECH TUSQ NUT
2 X SEYMOUR DUNCAN PICKUPS
3-WAY TOGGLE SWITCH, 1 X VOLUME, 1 X TONE
BIGSBY® TREMOLO
ADJUSTABLE ROLLER SADDLE
DOUBLE-ACTION TRUSS ROD
HIGH GLOSS TRANS CREAM FINISH ON TOP
SEMI-GLOSS BACK & SIDES

MODEL(s): 5TH AVENUE UPTOWN GT LTD TRANS CREAM 046874

Pictured: 5TH AVENUE UPTOWN GT LTD
TRANS CREAM
046874

HANDCRAFTED IN CANADA

www.godin guitars.com